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Appreciation To Black People Expressed In Open Letter To Students Of A&T By Nelson Johnson, SGA Vice-President

(See Letter On Page 5)

Black University Opens in Durham

By Vernice Wright

The Malcolm X Liberation University was dedicated in ceremony at Durham on October 27.

The idea for the university came about as a result of a struggle by Black students at North Carolina A & T State University, in Durham, to better their living conditions.

A campus blackout was caused by a utility pole that fell across the street running between Scott and Cooper halls. The pole, which fell 30 minutes after a 50,000 volt wire was knocked loose, caused the campus to be plunged into complete darkness for more than four hours.

Council Argues Over Slum Housing

By Vernice Wright

On Monday night, the staff for policy changes in the critical area of slum housing, because the support wire was knocked loose, caused the campus to be plunged into complete darkness for more than four hours.

Students Warned About Actions During Blackout

Vincent McCullough and Nelson Johnson were highlights of an emergency meeting held in the auditorium on Monday night at 7:00 p.m. There was a large turnout with students from the university's College and Dudley High School, as well as A & T students present.

In his dialogue, Nelson tried to make the audience aware of the correlation between the past actions of the whites and their actions today. He stated that, at the beginning of the history of the United States, it was necessary for the whites to be considered as the dominant race and that the dominant race should be the predominant race in any future development for people.

Johnson Convicted Of Dudley High Disruption

By Cohen N. Greene

The trial of Johnson, on Wednesday October 27, was held in connection with the organization of a Black University in Durham.

Robert Franklin was one of the students who had been convicted in the trial which was held in connection with the organization of a Black University in Durham.

Johnson was convicted of disruption of the Dudley High School district with the incident of a student boycott of the school.

Board Of Trustees Gets First Black Chairman

A&T State University last week elected its first Black chairman of the Board of Trustees.

He is John S. Stewart, president of the Mutual Savings and Loan Association of Durham. He is the first Black man to serve as chairman of the Board of Trustees.

Stewart was named to his post by unanimous vote of the board, which is composed of four members of the Board of Trustees.

The new chairperson succeeded Robert Franklin, who was appointed to the board in 1969 because of the predominately-Black institution, which is open to Negro students.

The new chairman is a graduate of Atlanta University with a degree in education.

Johnson, who had been chairman of the board since 1957, prior to his election, was an active supporter of the board's work in the past. He was the first Negro to serve as chairman of the Board since 1957.

In another important action at the meeting, the board approved resolutions that will permit the students to have alcohol in their rooms, the university, and any student who has been found guilty of violating the rules of the university, to have alcohol in their rooms.

The new chairman is also responsible for the new Student Government Association constitution, which the board adopted in 1969. Under the new constitution, the students will be required to have alcohol in their rooms, and the university will be required to have a system of alcohol education for all students.
Students In Southeast To Benefit From Program Sponsored By NASA

For the third year in a row, students in the Southeast will benefit from the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) program co-sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Institute of Health (NIH). The program, known as the Southeast Regional Research Center (SRC), is designed to provide financial support for students to perform research at selected institutions in North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi, West Virginia, and Louisiana. Students will be given access to the massive bank of technical abstracts and full-text documents available through the NSF-sponsored Information Technology Research Center, located at North Carolina State University, and the National Institute of Health (NIH) sponsored National Library of Medicine, located at the University of Pennsylvania.

Girl Scouts National Board Approves Minority Meeting

The National Board of Directors of the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. has voted unanimously to support a request of its black members for an early meeting of minority group members of the board and staff with representatives of minority membership throughout the movement.

Purpose of the meeting is to discuss the following issues: the problem of racial and ethnic diversity in the organization; the role of the National Board in promoting minority participation; the need for improved communication and feedback mechanisms; and the strategies for increasing minority membership.

One-third of the reports of the work of the program this year include the following topics:

- Search for students at seven schools in the Southeast will be the focus of the program.
- The life, ecology, and even scuba diving searches indicated a large majority of students interested in these topics. Other topics covered included: computer science and psychology. The life sciences are also included.
- STLC offers computer services available to qualifying students at a nominal cost.
- Contrary to popular conceptions, one-third of the reports involved searches on some aspects of forest sciences. The computer of the Division of Business Administration, the University of North Carolina, and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University, and Florida State University.
- The opportunity to become deeply involved in earth's last frontier, the ocean. Opportunity to apply all your abilities to a wide range of challenging opportunities in shipbuilding, nuclear propulsion, nuclear power generation, and heavy industrial equipment. Opportunity for advanced degree research. Find out about immediate career opportunities in Peace Corps Volunteers to work on Peace Corps/College Degree Program to admit a fourth group of candidates. The Peace Corps/College Degree Program was established to provide Peace Corps Volunteers and college students with the opportunity to earn up to twelve semester hours of graduate credit.

The Peace Corps/College Degree Program offers two options for Peace Corps Volunteers:

- The Peace Corps/College Degree Program is for Peace Corps Volunteers who are enrolled in a college degree program.
- The Peace Corps/College Degree Program is for Peace Corps Volunteers who are not enrolled in a college degree program.

For the third year in a row, Peace Corps Volunteers will have the opportunity to earn up to twelve semester hours of graduate credit.

Peace Corps and college officials noted that the Peace Corps/College Degree Program is unique in that it combines the college and Peace Corps experiences to make both more relevant and meaningful. Peace Corps Volunteers will have the opportunity to earn up to twelve semester hours of graduate credit. Peace Corps and college officials also noted that the Peace Corps/College Degree Program is unique in that it combines the college and Peace Corps experiences to make both more relevant and meaningful. Peace Corps Volunteers will have the opportunity to earn up to twelve semester hours of graduate credit.

Peace Corps Volunteers will have the opportunity to earn up to twelve semester hours of graduate credit.
Over 600 Attend SOBU Conference

The Student Organization for Black Utilities (SOBU) held its fall national conference October 21-26 in Durham. SOBU's existence was deemed necessary with a realization by Black students that organizations such as the National Student Association (NSA) no longer spoke to their needs as Black people. The organizational meeting for SOBU was held at A & T from May 8-10, where a number of workshops were held in which areas the direction which Black students as African people should take were discussed.

The conference of October 21-26 was the last fall conference and concerned itself with workshops dealing with specific areas within which Black people concern themselves. The fall conference showed some 400 students attending whereas the Spring conference included about 90. The geographic scope included students from the Mid-West, Texas, Wisconsin, Illinois, California and the East coast.

Panel discussions during the conference included topics as "Black People-The International Struggle for Repression on Neo-Colonialist Tactics, U.S.A., and "Black Education." Other interesting presentations were a drama entitled "The Black World's A Comm'n" and an appreciation session "Night of Black Poetry."

Nutritionist To Speak Here On November 11

Dr. James P. Carter, Assistant Professor of Nutrition and Instructor in Pediatrics, Vanderbilt University, will present a lecture on Tuesday, November 11th at 6:30 P.M. on the A & T State University campus. The lecture entitled "Hungry in America and Hungry Worldly" is sponsored jointly by the Department of Home Economics, Department of Biology, both at A & T State University, and the American Medical Association. The Medical Society of the State of North Carolina, and the Guilford County Medical Society. It will be held in the auditorium of Burn's Hall.

The college you can't get into without a job.

The college is ours—Western Electric's Corporate Education Center in Hopewell, New Jersey. Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls, labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job. A job at Western Electric.

Our students—engineers, managers and other professionals—develop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better opportunities to our students, we provide opportunities for students to train in specific areas of interest.

The college is ours—Western Electric's Corporate Education Center in Hopewell, New Jersey. Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls, labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job. A job at Western Electric.

Our students—engineers, managers and other professionals—develop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better opportunities to our students, we provide opportunities for students to train in specific areas of interest.

For information contact your placement office. Or write: College
Actions During Blackout

The derogatory actions exemplified by some of the students on this campus and the attacks that followed, resulted in a complete campus blackout. The black students, after much deliberation, organized a complete campus blackout, brought the real nature of certain students to light. It was thought that the students of A&T would be led astray, but it was quite evident that the white students were now working together with undue love for the welfare of all Blacks. It was also very evident that the white student body was now working very hard in an effort to remedy the plight of the Blacks.

The Greensboro city government has now heard the complaints and ordeals of this city's poor in regard to the poor conditions and high rent of some of the homes in Greensboro. The situation of poor housing within this city is very grave indeed. Landlords continuously refuse to repair these delapidated homes and even deny the tenants this right. Rent rates are rediculously high and many of this city's poor are in need of this money. The black students of Greensboro as far as we can see, are leading a more serious cause, the liberation of all Blacks.

The Greensboro Association for Poor People, GAPP, is demanding a strategy to deal with the problem of high rent and poor conditions. GAPP delivered its arguments to the Greensboro City Council, GAPP, delivered its arguments to the Greensboro City Council. The black man said recently that the students of A&T had been working very hard in an effort to remedy the plight of the poor conditions and high rent of some of the homes in Greensboro. The black man said recently that the students of A&T had been working very hard in an effort to remedy the plight of the poor conditions and high rent of some of the homes in Greensboro.

The black man did everything he could to develop white attitudes, to try to think white-think black. If the white man thought sufficiently to catch the pendulum, when he became "white" enough, and jump on board with the white man. But the "whitewashing" job did not work. The pendulum with its white rider slipped out of the black man's grasp and began to swing back the other way. The black man began to work very hard in an effort to remedy the plight of the poor conditions and high rent of some of the homes in Greensboro. The black man began to work very hard in an effort to remedy the plight of the poor conditions and high rent of some of the homes in Greensboro.

The black man suddenly realized that he was doing no more nor any less than the white man was doing. He decided to stop chasing the swinging pendulum trying to

The black man suddenly realized that he was doing no more nor any less than the white man was doing. He decided to stop chasing the swinging pendulum trying to...
Dear Brothers and Sisters,

My recent trial and conviction at the Guilford County Superior Court, while negative on the surface, has presented one of the most positive and heart-warming responses from you that I have ever known. I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the students of A & T, Bennett and Dudley and Black people in general for the strong moral and financial support that I received during my "hour of existence."

Although many of the issues that you raised in your letter will be discussed in another letter, I wanted to thank you for the support and for the way you have encouraged me. I am particularly grateful for the way you have responded to the request of the Southern Regional Council to be his representative and for the way you have urged me to keep my perspective and to continue to resist the power structure. I hope that you will understand that I cannot continue to respond to your letter in the same way that I have responded to the letter of the Guilford County Superior Court. However, I will do my best to respond to the issues that you have raised.
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Protest Age In Fashions Accepted Now

By Sharon Graves

This is the age of protest in fashions, and people are not accepting a uniform way of dressing. The classic skirt and shirt, or coat and tie, have almost become obsolete. The "in things" in fashion fortunately do not require money but do require creativity. Fashion can be found anywhere from army surplus stores to grandmother's attic. The new fashions or novelty shops that specialize in unusual jewelry or clothes, are inexpensive and interesting to browse through.

Army jackets, pea coats and the new tailored French army jackets are popular on campus. The neutral color and rough texture of these jackets make them versatile and reasonable.

Antique jewelry, often found in grandmother's attics, are popular because they can be used as scarf pins, or whatever else is found interesting. Boutiques, which include Afro Oriental or just small shops carry a variety of contemporary fashions and a wealth of interesting items to add to your wardrobe.

Now that creativity counts more than money, everyone can develop their own look. Fabrics can be acquired inexpensively and many people are designing and making their own clothes.

The time has come for people to break with the traditional standard of dressing. If a style is your thing-whether it be the Afro, Indian or just plain mod-look into it.

Fashions is what you make it and how you make it come across using a maximum of your creativity and a minimum of your funds.

SGA Vice-Presy Found Guilty Of Disorders Charges

Continued From Page 1

Before the jury, Judge Collier denied motions for direct verdict by Johnson & Evans. The prosecutor examined four state's witnesses in the case. Tuesday, Dudley Principal, Frank J. Brown testified he saw Johnson and Evans in front of a noisy crowd of unidentified persons on the campus. He said he then closed the school for a half hour. Evans stated that the group was clapping "my people go." Lewis further stated that he approached Robert Evans, who was in front of the group, and told him that if he did not leave the campus he would have him arrested for trespassing.

Another state's witness, Owen Lewis, director of public information and publications for the school, said he saw a group of "large black adult males" on Dudley's campus. He stated that the group was clapping and chanting "Damn Brown, let my people go!" Lewis further stated that he approached Robert Evans, who was in front of the group, and told him that if he did not leave the campus he would have him arrested for trespassing.

Under cross-examination by Defense Attorney Dibney, Lewis admitted he had not identified himself to Evans, or told Evans what authority he had to tell him to leave the campus. Lewis also stated that he saw Johnson using a bullhorn to address a crowd of students in the girl's gymnasium. Lewis further stated he saw a man be shot and identified as Leonard McCollough standing behind the television set. Johnson was standing.

After hearing Attorney Dibney's plea for mercy, which included the testimony of two character witnesses for Johnson, Judge Collier read brief comments and then imposed the sentences. A.J. Smith, director of Athletics and the Student Union, and Bennie Mayfield, assistant Dean of Student Affairs were character witnesses.

They are both free on bond, until they are retried in the N.C. Court of Appeals.

If you want to grow with a growth company...

Shum Housing Arguments Heard By City Council

Continued From Page 1

Presented their personal complaints and proposals in relationship to their personal situations and communities.

Angry Glenn Cockrell, fighting to retain his emotions, stated at a closed-circuit city council, "Get your foot off my neck, or I'll break you leg!" Cockrell further stated that he was not going to pay his $35 per month rent for his two-room apartment.

Rallah, black citizen, said that the city ought to take real property from current owners and give it to the poor for housing.

Rebecca Potts, a resident of the East White Oak section, believes that the city housing inspectors are protecting the interests of the landlords rather than the interests of the tenants. Surely, the city officials can not be blind to the housing situation which has existed in the city of Greensboro for a number of years.

Potts noted that her landlord had increased rents in the East White Oak section because of the increase in property taxes. Having objected to the rent increase, further, she had received a reply, threatening to have the sheriff put her out of her home.

Numerous citizens violently complained of long waiting periods for some type of notification from the public housing units which are available. Having calmly and silently listened to the citizens and the council, Johnson told the council that the city officials can not do the right thing, simply because it is the right thing to be done. Let's all pray that more blood will not stain the Greensboro city streets just to get a point across or to evoke mass awakening. For it was made clear at the November 3rd meeting that the problem is not a lack of communication, but rather a conflict between various interest groups.

We need help. We need engineers who will do what is obviously not so powerless as it projects itself. In response to Johnson's conclusion, city Attorney, Jesse Warren, stated that the occupancy certificiation was within the city's power, but that control over the rent was not.

Later, Mayor Jack Unplugged to the GAPP that "I will do anything within my power to resolve the housing grievances of the poor."

The council, having heard the angry black people in the four-hour meeting passed a resolution stating that they would study the problem immediately.

Ronon along with Johnson reflected, it will be unfortunate if the city council can not do the right thing, simply because it is the right thing to be done. Let's all pray that more blood will not stain the Greensboro city streets just to get a point across or to evoke mass awakening. For it was made clear at the November 3rd meeting that the problem is not a lack of communication, but rather a conflict between various interest groups.

The city council cannot do the right thing, simply because it is the right thing to be done. Let's all pray that more blood will not stain the Greensboro city streets just to get a point across or to evoke mass awakening. For it was made clear at the November 3rd meeting that the problem is not a lack of communication, but rather a conflict between various interest groups.

The neutral color and rough texture of these jackets make them versatile and seasonable.

Alexandra's Jewelry specializes in unusual jewelry or clothes, are inexpensive and interesting to browse through.

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse.
May Be Kicker Specialist

John Guy, who has a long bright history behind him, is the Aggies football team's kicker. He has an outstanding athletic career, which includes being named co-captain of the team. He is expected to make a significant impact on the team's performance.

Coach Hornsby feels that John will be a real good kicking specialist. He has to work harder on getting more on his techniques and is more specialized in his field. The basic adjustment between high school and college is reporting to the official when entering the game. Coach Howell feels that John will become the best place kicker at A & T.

John's biggest ambition is to make the score 13-7. His kick off for the first time A & T had its kick taken by HB Joseph. Alex who found himself entombed by a host of AGGIES. On a short run by HB Cong for a blistering tackle by Ralph Coleman and Dempsey Bryant gave A & T the ball again deep in their territory. A quick change of events and A & T was knocking at the Bear's door within minutes after scoring. Then making probably A&T's most determined effort of the game QB Rien Jacobs faked off passes to Darly Cherry and Wilie Wright who combined for 5 yards in the drive. Grabbing his fourth TD pass was Darly Cherry who was not to be denied on a brilliant six yard play which tied the score 13-13. A & T made a gallant fight and got the lead which they never relinquished.

Again A & T kicked off only to allow HB Wayne Hughes to gain 20 yards on the return. Now trailing 14-13 Morgan QB Freiland made the fatal mistake of attempting to pass on A&T's magnificent defensive secondary which is averaging a typical 12.6 yards per game to opponents. Picking up the pass for A & T was ALL-CAA captain Herb Code who gained 17 yards but more than doubled that distance by reversing the field to pick up blocks. Again A & T went to the air. Jacob made a string of 11 consecutive passes before finding prime target Willie "Promised Land" Wright in the end zone for another score. A heavy charge by Morgan and the PAT by John Guy was partially deflected.

But A & T was holding on to its hard fought 20-19 lead for the remainder of that period and the next two quarters both teams had settled their spectacles and scrambled for QB Starr's form without the benefit of scoring.

In the final period both teams were still fighting each other with victory in their hearts. Morgan's final tally came on an eight-yard pass to ALL-CAA End Ara Person. Against the PAT was blocked for A & T to remain ahead 20-19 as the game ended.

As was the case this past week, A & T will have to be ready and up for the game as the tempestuous baton of Florida A & M will be seeking revenge from last year. Coach Jake Gaiter will be seeking his 19th victory at the nation's winnesteast.

The Bears of Morgan State made it in on Aggie player Willie J. Wright for 30 yards to be in position to catch a pass from quarterback Stan Jacobs. The game ruined the homecoming weekend of the Bears.

Aggie Kicker—John Guy May Be Kicker Specialist

By George Bridges

One of the newest additions to the Aggies football team is John Guy, who has a long bright history behind him. He was bitten at A & T, he was an outstanding athlete at Dudley High School. He also participated in baseball and basketball. His favorite food was fried chicken with mashed potatoes.

He went out for kick and made some very strong string kicks his tenth grade year. During his high school days he was one of the outstanding goal kickers of the city.

In his senior year he kicked for seventeen passes in the game. He kicked two field goals, one of thirty yards and another of thirty-seven yards.

John decided to come to A & T because he had a better offer than any of the other schools that offered. He also liked the A&T program.

The only difference John senses between high school and college is more on his techniques and is more specialized in the tackle. The only adjustment between high school and college was reporting to the official when entering the game. Coach Howell feels that John will be a real good kicking specialist. He has to work harder on getting up quicker and on his bigger play. The only problem he must overcome is kicking directly off the ground. In high school he used a tee.

John's biggest ambition is to become the best place kicker at A & T and then become a professional football player. Someday, he hopes to play pro-football.
Efforts Begun To Establish Coed Visiting
By Brenda Thornhill

A rising controversial issue stoning the Aggie campus now is that of coed visitation. For those uninformed, the term "coed visitation" is merely the right of entertaining visitors of the opposite sex in one's dormitory room. To get the ball rolling, a group of interested students initiated the idea and decided to present some plans to the students in a meeting to establish coed visitation on the campus.

"We feel that the establishment of coed visitation would definitely give students a chance to become more mature and expose them to better social behavior," retorted Michael Coleman, vice president of the freshman class.

Some students feel that having the privilege of coed visitation would be the answer to their grievances such as lack of adequate forms of entertainment in the halls. Coleman adds that, "students can stay longer in their stereo, watch television, or even study in their rooms if coed visitation was permitted.

Coed visitation is prevalent on such campuses as Morgan State, Hampton Institute, Howard University, Tuskegee Institute, UNC-G, Duke and St. Andrews College in Laurinburg, The freshmen class vice president and his committee have drawn up some proposals for the establishment of coed visitation.

1. Coed visitation is limited for weekend visits only. (2) On Saturdays 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. are visiting hours. (3) On Sundays 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. are visiting hours. (4) General rule is to open doors two inches wide. (5) Lights are required to be on. (6) Residents of the particular dorm must be asked if they leave their rooms during visiting hours. (7) Prior to visitations, roommates are expected to inform each other of their visitor's arrival. (8) All visitors are expected to come in the front entrance. (9) Visitors will sign in and sign out. (10) Each host will be excused by the host of hostess.

Most of the plans were derived from and based on those in effect on other university campuses. The entire student body is not obligated for coed visitation, and we do not expect each student to vote for it. If dormitory feels that they do not want it that is perfectly all right, each dorm will vote individually and the results will prevail in that respective dorm," explained Michael.

It is also recommended that students who are interested be subjected to a trial period of one weekend prior to acquiring a visiting authority. The administration and hostel trustees are invited to observe the trial period. On November 12, freshmen class representatives carry. Nothing more than Michael McCoy will present this bill of proposal at the SGA meeting. All interested Aggies are asked to give their support and interest in establishing coed visitation on the campus.

Notice !!

STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT ENROLLED THEIR N. D. S., L. O. G. AND/ OR COLLEGE FOUNDATION LOAN CHECKS ARE URGED TO COME BY THE CASHIER'S OFFICE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8:30 A.M. AND 4:00 P.M. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY.

These checks cannot be credited to the accounts unless they are endorsed.

ACP Conference Provides Rewarding Experience
By George Adams

Miami Beach is a lovely city when it’s not raining. We arrived there last Wednesday and landed into the outer-coats of a storm that lasted for 27 hours, continuously. However, the Newspaper Convention went on. Those of us who were not staying at the Imperial Hotel stayed at the Americana (next door) where the main portion of the conventioners were housed. Ford Motor Company gave us an extremely nice "buffet-style banquet" with a multifarious selection of food the second evening we were there. We also saw an exclusive showing of "Goodbye Mr. Chips" - before it has made its world premiere. Also twenty-five lucky people were winners of a prize that gives each of them 2 weeks usage of any type Ford car of their choice. We got all new ideas from many other schools while in Miami, however, I consider the best part of the trip was having the opportunity to confer with other black college people throughout the country. Brothers and sisters were there from Howard, Grambling, Florida A&M, Spelman, Elizabeth City, and J. C. Smith. Meeting them was indeed a great honor, and I will make you the promise that I shall keep in touch with these sisters and brothers, and we can have a close communication exchange in order to know what these campuses are doing currently.

Now I am writing you these lines enroute to Greensboro from New York, Eastern Airlines sure is a nice company; ask me personally and I’ll tell you what I mean. I can’t in print. Yet, I would like also to thank all those people responsible for sending me and the other 8 to Miami and especially to you the student body for your support and good wishes.

New Yorkers are eagerly awaiting the arrival of the most costly movie ever made "Hello Dolly" starring Barbara Streisand. It is expected to be one of the greatest all time movies since it has already set the world record for the longest running Broadway Musical ever. "Dolly" is still going strong under the auspices of the great Pearl Bailey.

But, I hope that some of you Aggies will give Streisand a chance and listen to her so that you can understand fully the richness of her sound.

Also, try seeing her as the late Fanny Brice, a woman with a top commandline and legend for more than 20 years in "Funny Girl," is as great an actress as she is a singer. Recently she became the highest single act ever to be booked into a night club when she opened the new International Hotel in Las Vegas for ten million dollars: quite a jump for a girl who used to sing for fifty a night in New York's Greenwich Village just seven short years ago.

Miriam Makeba is making her triumphant return to Philharmonic Hall in Lincoln Center this week. It is expected already to be a sold out affair and promises to be a memorable evening for the high priestess of African Song.

Get ready-the Aggie Band has NEW UNIFORMS. Congratulations and Roomy!!!